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SYNOPTIC SCALE WEATHER 
AND 

HONEY BUZZARD (PERNIS APIVORUS) MIGRATION 
ACROSS THE CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN 

by Martin Thake 

Honey Buzzards regularly make iong sea-crossings while on migration across the Central 

Mediterranean (Ref. l, 5, G, 7.) but litcle is kno\vn, however, <I bout rhe conditions under which 
these crossings are made and the flight-styles employ·ed. 

SO A lUNG 

Cross-country soaring is commonly employed by broad-winged raptors migrating overland. 

Thermals of sufficient suength to be used by such raptors are relaUvely uncommon over rhe 

sea. In September, the Central Mediterranean is still fairly wann. Influxes of cool air 

(chiefly maritime polar and continental polar) frequently result in conditions of convective 
instability. There are, however, no reports of Honey Buzzards using cellular convective 
currents over the sea. 'Ibere is only one definite reference to Honey Buzzards using the 

thermals which precede the thunder-storms of cold fronts (Gibb 1951; Ref. 2). In this study, 
only a small minority of the Honey Buzzards were sighted during the passage of a frontal 

system and a similar proportion was observed by Beaman and Galea (pers. comm.). Although 
in a few cases rhe birds' behaviour appeared to he opponunistic, in most cases they seemed 

to be trying to avoid the front. Gibbs' observations of Honey Buzzards that~ .• ~ accompan

ied even those storms which were temporarily travelling northwards over Malta ... ' in Sep
tember certainly do not suggest opportunistic behaviour. (Ref. 2: p. 118) 

There are several reasons why avoidance behaviour would be adaptive. The down
draughts in a thunder-storm often reach 10m/sec. and are frequently accompanied by very 

intense precipitation. 11Ie very adaptions which allow raptors to utilize rising air-currents 

makethunder-stonnsparticularly hazardous to members of this order. The use of the thermals 

ahead of a frontal system, although feasible, is rendered dangerous by the fact that rhe 
wind just ahead of the frontal surface has a strong component directed toward it. It would 

be less risky for raptors to utilize the unstable maritime polar air-streams which usually 
follow the front. The winds are usually in the north-westerly quadrant (i.e. virtually tail
winds in autumn) and thermals abound. Yet most sightings associated with frontal systems 

have occurred ahead of the front and the few raptors sighted in this study after the passage 
of fronts were flying away from them, often against the wind. 

On 11/9/76, a large influx of Honey Buzzards was observed during the approach of a cold 
front from the WesL 109 Honey Buzzards were sighted, mostly between 14.00 ,,nd 17.00hrs. 
CET. All the birds sighted remained in the general vicinity of the wooded valley of Buskett 
and birds staned attempting to roost at 15.00 hours CET. Moreover, the mean party size 
was significantly greater than that usually observed (Pig. 1. ). This may be explained as 

follows: Parties of Honey Buzzards frequently coalesce. If we assume that this occurs with 

constant probability and that parties do not break up once formed, mean pany-size would 
depend on mean distance covered across the path of other birds. If on sighting a front, 
Honey Buzzards head away from it, as the latter almost always travel eastwards, birds fly
ing to the west of the Maltese Islands would often cross the path of those flying further 

east, increasing the likelihood of parties coalescing. Mean party size would consequently 

Increase. 
[n view of the above, it seems unlikely that raprors flying ahead of fronts are using fron

tal systems to cross rhe Mediterranean. Rather, the birds appear to recognize the approach 

of an active frontal system as a potentially dangerous situation and make for the nearest 

land. 
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fig. 1 Vatiarion of mean parry size with numbers of P. a,viporus sighted on the same 

day, The spurious point (109, 6.4) is that obtained on ll/9/76 (P approx .01) 
FLAPPING FLIGHT 

SustnlneJ flapping flight has frequently been observed in migrant Honey Buzzards cross

ing wide stretches of water (Beaman et al in Vr.ep.). This method is the least economical in 
rerrns of power requirements but a Honey Buzzard employing flapping flight to cross ihe 

~Jedirerranean can maximise irs safery by appropriate selection of the weather conditions 
under which it migrates. 

(l) The main purpose of this section is to justify the search for any correlation between 
weather and the numbers o{ ruptnrs observed at Buskett. 

The following hypothesis was cesteJ: TI1e raptor councs made at Buskett are random sam
ples of a homogeneous, normally disr:ributed, population, i.e. the probability of a rapror 
si,ghted belonging to a given species is constant. 

Beaman and Galea (Ref. 1) have pointed ouc the marked flucruation of daily rocals. :\s 
observations in 1975 were rather shorter than those in 1976 1 variation in numbers between 
years could not be compared. In 1976 fluctuation of daily wtals was most spectacular in the 

case of Kestrels and Honey Buzzards. ll1e diversity of rap tors observed in September 1975 
was compared to that observed in September 1976 using a 2xS homogeneity table (Table.'), 

The kestrels (Falco naurnannilllnnunculus) and harriers (Czrcus macrounJ.s!pygargus) were 

treated as 'species' to reduce the effect of errors in indentificarion. The resident Pere
grines were excluJed. ll1e sa1nples differ significantly from one another (Chi squared~ 
54.1~; P< .0001). 

TI1e variation in diversity of raprors observed between 21/9/76 and 29/9/76 was ex
amined. Results were inconsistent with che above hypothesis (Chi squared ~l25.3;P<.0001) 
and it may therefore be rejected. 
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TI1e anomalously high variation reported above may have arisen in a number of ways; in
adequacies of the sampLing merho.d 1 errors in counting and identification, variation in the 

pattern of migracion from year to year, annual flucruacion of the relative abundance of a 

given species, random variation in the posicion of the migratory streams which need not 

coincide and association between the probability of a raptor sighted belonging to a given 

speci-es and we am er conditions, 

While it would be idle to suppose that the probability of sightiag a rapror is independent 

of the size of the bird, this is neither here nor there in relation to the calculations employed. 

Provided the method of observation is unchanged the samples are comparable. Since it is 

virrually impossible to maintain a high level of alermess whlle scanning with binoculars, 
unaided visual scanning was employed in all watches. Birds were then identified using 
}() x 50 binoculars. TI1e rLamre ·of the obse~varions allows only one determination of dive~ 

sity by a given observer and it is not possible to test the data for reproducibility. There is 

no evidence that the observational data are noc reproducible. 1be reasons for small sample 
bias in diversity measurements have been discussed by Preston (Ref 8). The observed 

variation is however much roo great to be explicable in these terms . 
Flocking behaviour doubtless contributes to the observed variacion of diversity. Thus 

variation in the number of Black Kites and Marsh Harriers accounted for almost half of the 
observed inhomogeneity in the between-years test. However, even if these contributions are 

excluded, the value of Chi squared is still significant at the !?,level. 
'lhe problems of double counting and unjustified ommission prob:lbly only become Im

portant after 15.00 CET. The number of raptors loiteri~g in the vicinity of Buskett there

after gradually increased until sunset. Much care was taken to avoid making double counts 
and in the process some birds may have been incorre cdy ommitted. The writer has taken the 
somewhat: optimistic view that these errors tend to cancel out. There is in any case no way 

of being certain that a particular bird has not already been counted. The situation is in fact 

one of sampling \Vit:h incomplete replacement and the proportion replaced should vary with 

sample size and diversity as well as with rime of day. 
In principle, errors in identification could account for che observed variation in diversity. 

However, most of the observed inhomogeneity was due ro Black Kites, Marsh Harriers~ 
Hobbys and Hoaey Buzzards, species which are fairly unmisrakeable, Evidently the problem 

is more apparent than real. 
1lle observed variation in diversity could in principle be explaine~ as due to variation in 

the migration pattern, flucruation .in t..~e r.e..lative abundance of a given species or an~ual 
variation in the posicion of mi gra:tory streams -which need not coincide. While these explana

tions can account for the heterogeneity between years, they cannot account for th~t obse:ved 
within a given year. Random variarion in the posicion of m.igr~tocy streams dun~g a g1ven 
year is intuitively unattractive and there is no evidence that tt occ~rs am?ng m1gran~ rap
torsa Moreover, much of the observ,ed hetero ger~ei ty was due to speCies wh1 ch are bel1eved 

to migrate on a relatively broad front. _ . . 
It has been shown beyoad reasonabie doubt that the probabdlty of a raptor stghced be-

longing to a given species is not constant both within an~ bet_ween years. _While samplin_g 
inadequacies could account for some of the inhomogeneity} 1t se_ems unllke~y that theu 
effect is important. There appears to be some justification in seeking correlauon between 

meteorologicak variables and the numbers of raptors sighted. 

(li) On a Synoptic scale, anticyclonic conditions are the most favourable for migration by 

flapping flight. dear skies, low wind strengths and the absence of stroag dowa-draughts 

reduce the number of problems which a bird has to overcome~ Moreover, the presence of an 
inversion within the troposphere h.inders the passage of cold fronts which are usually de
flected north-easl:. It would therefore be reasonable to suppose that Honey Buzzard sight

ings are po-sitively correlated with atmospheric pressure. Analysis of observations made in 

!975 had suggested chat this was in fact the case (.01 < P "'- .05). (Ref. 9) 
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Table 1 

2 x S CON11NGENCY TABLE 

HOMOGENEI'IY TEST FOR SAMPLES OBTAINED IN SEPTEMBER 19175 and 1976 

1975 1976 (nl/Nl-n2/N2) 2 

nl n2 nl +n2 

Osprey 3 3 3, 267 X l0-6 

Honey Buzzard 2!7 707 !.042 x 10-5 

Black Kite 18 13 3.110 X 10-5 

Sparrcwhawk 1 4 2. SSG x 10-7 

Buzzard 3 3 3.267 X 10-6 

Boo.t ed Eagle 1 0 5.290 X J0- 6 

Lesser Spotted Eagle I 0 5.~90 x w-• 
Short-toed Eagle 2 4 2.686 X l0-7 

Hen Harrier l 0 5.290 X 10- 6 

Montagu's/Pallid Harrier 1 3 1.862 x w-• 
Marsh Harrier 11 80 2.014 x 10-5 

Egyptian Vulture 1 0 5. 290 X 10-6 

Hobby 113 211 2.153 x 10-5 

Eleonora's Falcon 6 22 8.1!9X 10-7 

Lesser Kestrel/ Kestrel 48 l!G 1.0 J7 X J0-6 

Red Footed Falcon 0 l 7.355 X 10- 7 

TOTALS 427 1167 

Nl N2 
-·-

Chi squared"'= 54.17, degrees of freedom (df) ~ 15. 

P<.OOOl. 

Table 2 

h x k CON11!NGENCY TABLE 

TEST OF SAMPLES OBTAINED FROM 21/9/76 io 29/9/76 FOR HOMOGENEI'IY 

September 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 Species Totals 

Honey buzzard 44 39 33 96 92 ll9 29 28 60 540 
Marsh harrier 3 6 20 16 9 4 5 3 8 74 
Hobby 33 28 11 38 17 14 8 6 l3 168 
Kestrels 4 3 12 15 8 7 ll 8 14 82 -·--
DAILY TOTALS 84 76 76 165 126 144 53 45 95 864 

Chi squared = 125.3, degrees of freedom (df) = 24 
p < .0001. 
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Meteorological data were taken from the records of Meteorological Office Luqa and R.A.r. 
Qrendi. Data obtained from 30/8/76 to 10/10/76 (42 observations) were analysed. 

As expected, Honey Buzzard numbers were significantly correlated with pressure at both 
Luqa and Qrendi. Correlation was highest with atmospheric pressure at Luqa at 19.00 CET 
(r = .357; P < .01) and lowest at 12.00 CET for Qrendi data (r = .270; .01 < P < .05). There 

a:re therefore good grounds for believing that Honey Buzzards cross the Sicilian Channel 

chiefly under anticyclonic conditions. 
In principle, anticyclonic conditions may be detected in a variety of ways and Honey Buz-

zards may well use mOre than one method. Under anticyclonic conditions, wind-strengths 
are lower and vary less with height than under cyclonic conditions. The daily mean scalar 
wind strength between 0 and l500m (W) was calculated. Honey Buzzard numbers were sig
nificantly correlated with Qrendi data for W at 6.00 CET. (r = -.497; P < .01) (Fig.:!). 
Moreover, this correlation was better than that obtained for the individual wind-strengths 
and correlation with wind-strength at ground-level was no longer significant by 12.00 CET 

(.05 < P). 
The above results may be interpreted as follows: Early in the day, Honey Buzzards 'de-

cide' whether or not to cross the Sicilian Channel. .Low wind-strengths wtthin the first 
1500m are interpreted by the birds as favourable indications and favour a decision to cross 

d1e Channel. 
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Fig. 2 Variation of Numbers of P. apivorus sighted with W~ (mean wind suength below lSOOm at 6.00 

CET in. )Cnots: x 1.8 52 Km/ht), r = -. 497; P < .Ol. 
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DISCUSSION 

The ~leteorology of the Central Mediterranean is dominated by the periodic fluctuations in 
intensity of the sub-tropical (Azores) anticyclone. In summer, a ridge of the latter extends 

towards the Alps and typically forms an anticyclonic cell over the Central Mediterranean 

The convective stability which results weakens those cold fronts which penetrate the 

Hediterranean. The calm setcled weather which is characteristic of Mediterranean summers 
is a direct result of chis. This state of affairs persists until early or mid-October when cy

clogenesis1 usually involving maritime polar and continental Tropical _air--streams, intensi
fies. Troughs and depressions subsequencly cross the Central Mediterranean in rapid suc
cession. 

A Honey Buzzard embarking on a crossing of the Central Mediterranean is unlikely to 

complete the 450 km. crossing from Southern Sicily to Libya in less than 12 hours. Birds 
crossing from points further north would rake longer to complete the crossing, particularly 
if their heading has an appreciable easterly component. Moreover, the birds might fly at re
duced speeds (closer to the minimum power speed) in order to lessen their power-output, in 

which case the crossing would rake considerably longer. In oecing ro migrate uncle~ anti
cyclonic conditions, a Honey Buzzard is unconsciously making a short"-term weather fore
cast. Anri-c).idonic cells are a more permanent feature of the weather conditions and are 
generally lor1ger-lasting before mid-October than they are subsequently. The reliability of 
this forecast is consequendy greater before mid-October than it is subsequently and Honey 

Buzzards making a relatively long sea-crossing would be better insured against unfavour

able weather. By mid-October 99% of the Honey Buzzards and usually over 70% of all rap

tors observed in the Maltese Islands have been recorded. 
The summer drought of the Mediterranean region is a relatively recent phenomenon~ The 

sub-tropical convergence zone has gradually been extending northwards over the last few 
thousand yt>ars. Indeed 11,000 years ago, Mediterranean summers were probably similar to 

those experienced by western Europe today with cooditions being much more variable and 

in general wetter. (However see Ref. IO)o These changes are associated with flucruations 
in the extent of the polar icecaps and there is good evidence that they are due to periodic 
changes in the Earth's orbit (Ref. 4). They are of course continuous and the present Maltese 
flora has been slow in some respects to adapt to these changes. 1l1ere is a minor flowering 

peak in August which is out of phase with the onset of heavy rains in late September or 

early October (Ref. 3, p. 83). 
\X'hen faced with such a situation~ it would dearly be pointless to propose complicated 

behavioural adaptations for crossing the Mediterranean which depend on purely local wea
rher condi cions. AI though these same conditions may appear fairly constant at present, 
their modification with time has been continuous and perhaps too rapid, from an evolution
ary standpoint, for the appropriate adaptations ro evolve. 

However, although the mean position, intensity and frequency of occurrence of anti
cyclones and depressions may have varied appreciably, their intrinsic properties have re

mained unchanged. Anticyclonic conditions would alway'S be more favourable for migration 
than cyclonic conditions. Any adaptations for making sea-crossings under anticyclonic con

ditions would not be limited in usefulness to the locally prevailing conditions alone. 
This paper has dealt principally with the effects of Synoptic scale weather-conditions on 

the migration of P. apivorus. The ability of a bird to select the height, flighr-sryle and 

speed ac which it flies should radically alter its micro-environment. No attempt has here 

been made to elucidate the effect of smaller-scale meteorological phenomena. 
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ABSTRACT 

1. 1be appearance of a minority of the Honey Buzzards sighted at Buskert coincided with the ap

proach of frontal systems· Data are presented which suggest that the birds are not using the rlrermals 

which pre1:ede these frontal systems to cross the Mt~diterranean,. Rather, they appear to recognize the 

approach of an active frontal system as a potentiallly dangerous situation and make for rhe nearest 

land. 
2. The samples of raptor-sightings made at Buskett were tested for homogeneity and differred signifi-

cantly from one another (P < .0001) bo:d1 within and between years. This is best interpreted as a dis~ 
tonion of the migrar.ion pattern by weather conditions. 
3y On a Synoptic scale, anticyclonic conditions are the most favourable for migration by flapping 
flight.. Indeed Honey Buzzard sightings were siBnificandy correlated with atmospheric pressure 

(P < .01). Negative correlation with mean wind-strengths below l:OOm was better (P < ,01). Low wind
srrengths are typical of anticyclonic conditions and Honey Buzzard-: may use low wind-strengths as 

an indication of the prevalence of anticyclonic conditions. The autuffin passage of Honey Buzzards 

occurs at a tim1E of year when local conditions are mainly anticyclonic~ 
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DISCUSSION 

The ~leteorology of the Central Mediterranean is dominated by the periodic fluctuations in 
intensity of the sub-tropical (Azores) anticyclone. In summer, a ridge of the latter extends 

towards the Alps and typically forms an anticyclonic cell over the Central Mediterranean 

The convective stability which results weakens those cold fronts which penetrate the 

Hediterranean. The calm setcled weather which is characteristic of Mediterranean summers 
is a direct result of chis. This state of affairs persists until early or mid-October when cy

clogenesis1 usually involving maritime polar and continental Tropical _air--streams, intensi
fies. Troughs and depressions subsequencly cross the Central Mediterranean in rapid suc
cession. 

A Honey Buzzard embarking on a crossing of the Central Mediterranean is unlikely to 

complete the 450 km. crossing from Southern Sicily to Libya in less than 12 hours. Birds 
crossing from points further north would rake longer to complete the crossing, particularly 
if their heading has an appreciable easterly component. Moreover, the birds might fly at re
duced speeds (closer to the minimum power speed) in order to lessen their power-output, in 

which case the crossing would rake considerably longer. In oecing ro migrate uncle~ anti
cyclonic conditions, a Honey Buzzard is unconsciously making a short"-term weather fore
cast. Anri-c).idonic cells are a more permanent feature of the weather conditions and are 
generally lor1ger-lasting before mid-October than they are subsequently. The reliability of 
this forecast is consequendy greater before mid-October than it is subsequently and Honey 

Buzzards making a relatively long sea-crossing would be better insured against unfavour

able weather. By mid-October 99% of the Honey Buzzards and usually over 70% of all rap

tors observed in the Maltese Islands have been recorded. 
The summer drought of the Mediterranean region is a relatively recent phenomenon~ The 

sub-tropical convergence zone has gradually been extending northwards over the last few 
thousand yt>ars. Indeed 11,000 years ago, Mediterranean summers were probably similar to 

those experienced by western Europe today with cooditions being much more variable and 

in general wetter. (However see Ref. IO)o These changes are associated with flucruations 
in the extent of the polar icecaps and there is good evidence that they are due to periodic 
changes in the Earth's orbit (Ref. 4). They are of course continuous and the present Maltese 
flora has been slow in some respects to adapt to these changes. 1l1ere is a minor flowering 

peak in August which is out of phase with the onset of heavy rains in late September or 

early October (Ref. 3, p. 83). 
\X'hen faced with such a situation~ it would dearly be pointless to propose complicated 

behavioural adaptations for crossing the Mediterranean which depend on purely local wea
rher condi cions. AI though these same conditions may appear fairly constant at present, 
their modification with time has been continuous and perhaps too rapid, from an evolution
ary standpoint, for the appropriate adaptations ro evolve. 

However, although the mean position, intensity and frequency of occurrence of anti
cyclones and depressions may have varied appreciably, their intrinsic properties have re

mained unchanged. Anticyclonic conditions would alway'S be more favourable for migration 
than cyclonic conditions. Any adaptations for making sea-crossings under anticyclonic con

ditions would not be limited in usefulness to the locally prevailing conditions alone. 
This paper has dealt principally with the effects of Synoptic scale weather-conditions on 

the migration of P. apivorus. The ability of a bird to select the height, flighr-sryle and 

speed ac which it flies should radically alter its micro-environment. No attempt has here 

been made to elucidate the effect of smaller-scale meteorological phenomena. 
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